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A stunningly honest memoir of growing up with a political father amid the Israeli-Palestinian

conflict that “captures the rage and despair of lives stunted by occupation” (The Boston

Globe) This “is not a political book,” Anthony Lewis writes in his foreword. “Yet in a hundred

different ways it is political . . . Shehadeh shatters the stereotype many Americans have of

Palestinians. Hath not a Palestinian senses, affections, passions?” This revealing memoir of a

father-son relationship, the first of its kind by a Palestinian living in the occupied territories, is

set against the backdrop of Middle East hostilities and more than thirty years of life under

military occupation.Three years after his family was driven from the coastal city of Jaffa in

1948, Raja Shehadeh was born in the provincial town of Ramallah, in the rural hills of the West

Bank. His early childhood was marked by his family’s sense of loss and impermanence, vividly

evoked by the glittering lights “on the other side of the hill.”Growing up “in the shadow of home,”

he was introduced early to political conflict. He witnessed the numerous arrests of his father,

Aziz Shehadeh, who, in 1967, was the first Palestinian to advocate a peaceful, two-state

solution for the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. He predicted that if peace were not achieved, what

remained of the Palestinian homeland would be taken away, bit by bit, through Israeli

settlement. Ostracized by his fellow Arabs and disillusioned by the failure of either side to

recognize his prophetic vision, Aziz retreated from politics. He was murdered in 1985.Strangers

in the House offers a moving description of the daily lives of those who have chosen to remain

on their land. It is also the family drama of a difficult relationship between an idealistic son and

his politically active father complicated by the arbitrary humiliation of the “occupier's law.”
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Palestinian lawyer, Aziz Shehadeh, who was a fellow at Harvard University’s Center for

International Affairs that year. It was a time when Palestinian and other Arab leaders refused to

accept the existence of Israel. Shehadeh had a different view. He believed that the West Bank

and Gaza, then under Israeli military rule, should become a Palestinian state and live in peace

alongside Israel. Aziz was a brave man: braver than I understood at the time. Back home in

Ramallah, in the West Bank, Palestinian radio broadcasting from Damascus called him a traitor

who wanted to “surrender and sell our birthright.” He was threatened with death. Aziz told his

son Raja that he understood why he was being attacked: He was challenging the accepted

wisdom of Arab leaders, which was that there could be no compromise with Israel. Under that

empty policy, Palestinians had lost much in 1948 and more in 1967, and they would continue

losing if their leaders stuck to the fantasy of making Israel disappear.Raja Shehadah is his

father’s son in the realism and humanity of his view on the conflict with Israel. But he is a very

different person: more worldly, more Western, less gripped by the traditions of Arab culture and

family life. The differences led to tension with his father. This book is the story of the

relationship between son and father, a difficult, often painful relationship, with understanding

cut short by the father’s brutal and still unsolved murder.It is not a political book. As Raja

explained, “I wanted to tell a personal story, to celebrate life rather than settle scores or vent

anger.” Yet in a hundred different ways it is political. Even in exploring the heartache he

experienced in yearning for a father who would “pay more attention to my needs as a young

man growing up under difficult circumstances,” he shatters the stereotype many Americans

have of Palestinians. Hath not a Palestinian senses, affections, passions?The Israeli

occupation of his homeland is only the backdrop for the events Raja Shehadeh describes —

not, say, the subject of a critical broadside. But no one can read his book without coming to

understand the lawlessness, the vindictiveness that were practiced in the name of military

necessity. They were simply a part of life’s daily humiliations.Raja Shehadeh founded a human

rights group, Al Haq, that monitored legal conditions under the occupation. It was careful in its

research and respected for its fealty to law; it was affiliated with the International Commission

of Jurists. But Israeli military officers treated it with suspicion and contempt, taking its field

workers into detention, harassing Shehadeh and even invading his father’s law office and

ransacking it. Then they imposed a huge fine on the Shehadeh firm for not paying a value

added tax that Israel had just imposed on the occupied territories. Al Haq took the view that it

was illegal for the occupiers to introduce a new tax, and no one was paying it. The Israeli

authorities selected the Shehadeh law firm for exemplary punishment, no doubt, because of

Raja’s role in Al Haq.All this comes into Raja’s story only as a point of conflict with his father.

Aziz was afraid that Raja’s work with Al Haq made him vulnerable to violent attack. He wanted

Raja to practice law in the old way, without challenging the occupation authorities. Not that Aziz



lacked the courage to stand by principle. He not only took real risks by calling for compromise

with Israel. Years before, he had agreed to be the defense lawyer for the men charged with the

assassination of King Abdullah of Jordan; that made him suspect with the royal family that

ruled the West Bank as well as Jordan until 1967.The book gives us an insight into a

characteristic that most Palestinians share: the sense of loss. The Shehadeh family had lived in

Jaffa, the old Arab city adjoining Tel Aviv. From his earliest childhood Raja heard about the

wonders of that former life: the strolls on the beach, the nightlife. “There were daily reminders

of that cataclysmic fall from grace.” That was in 1948, when the family fled to what had been its

summer house in Ramallah.But Aziz Shehadeh did not spend his life looking longingly at the

past, and neither has his son. Too many Palestinians did, at least until at Oslo in 1993 the PLO

agreed to mutual recognition with Israel. “We spent those years,” Shehadeh writes of his

people, “lamenting, whining, complaining, bemoaning the lost country.” And meanwhile losing

more, bit by bit.It is the continuing loss of the Palestinian homeland that makes the most painful

reading in this book. Years ago I took a long, arduous walk with Raja through a beautiful wadi,

a valley untouched by development. Now it has been destroyed by Jewish settlements and the

bypass roads that connect them to Israel. The story is the same in much of the West Bank. The

occupiers’ bulldozers have carved up the hills that gave the West Bank what visitors thought of

as its biblical appearance.When I have visited the West Bank over the years, it was the

physical impact of the occupation that struck me the hardest — the rows of identical houses in

the settlements, the bulldozing of olive groves. Shehadeh captures that as well as anyone I

have read. “Most of these hills had never been smitten by the curse of machines. They had

remained more or less unchanged since the time of the Prophets.” But now it has changed.

“The earth was turned over, sliced and cut and reconstructed. The terracing disappeared, and

in its place wide expanses of flat land were created on which ready-made houses would be

perched.…”For a time Raja Shehadeh played a part in the efforts to reach agreement with

Israel. At one stage of the endless negotiations he was legal advisor to the Palestinian

delegation. But over the years, seeing his land smitten and finding no redeeming vision among

political leaders, he has given up all participation in political life and even in human rights work.

He practices law and cultivates his garden: his metaphoric garden. Which is to say that he

writes.But he has not lost his understanding that there are human beings on both sides of the

conflict. In the spring of 2001, when I spoke with him by telephone about doing this

introduction, the second Intifada was raging. It was not safe for Raja to take the familiar road to

Jerusalem. His comment was: “The sad thing is the inhumanity on both sides. Too many people

have been killed and wounded. It is heartbreaking.”Anthony LewisCHRONOLOGY1878–1904

The first wave of Jewish settlers immigrate to Palestine from Europe under the banner of

Zionism. The Zionist movement considers Palestine uninhabited, despite the fact that in 1881

almost half a million Arabs live there, forming more than 90 percent of the population. These

were mainly Moslems, with a substantial Christian minority. There was a significant local

Jewish population composed mainly of religious Jews. Other communities include Greeks,

Armenians, and more.1899–1902 Arab–Jewish tension following large Jewish land purchases

in the Tiberias region.November 2, 1917 The Balfour Declaration issued by the British

government states: “His Majesty’s Government view with favour the establishment in Palestine

of a national home for the Jewish people.…”December 9, 1917 Four centuries of Ottoman rule

over Palestine end as Ottoman forces retreat and Allied forces under the command of General

Edmund Allenby enter Jerusalem.July 24, 1922 The council of the League of Nations places

the British government as the mandatory for Palestine. Article Two of the terms of the mandate

states that “the mandatory shall be responsible for placing the country under such political,



administrative and economic conditions as will secure the establishment of the Jewish national

home, as laid down in the preamble … and also for safeguarding the civil and religious rights of

all the inhabitants of Palestine, irrespective of race and religion.” The mandate witnesses rising

tensions between Arabs and Jews, leading to the 1936–1939 Arab Revolt.November 29, 1947

The United Nations General Assembly passes Resolution 181 recommending the partition of

Palestine into two states — one Jewish and one Arab — and the internationalization of

Jerusalem.1948 War breaks out in Palestine. On May 14 Jaffa, located in the Arab part of

Palestine according to the UN partition scheme, falls to the Jewish forces. Within a few weeks

the total population of Jaffa falls to three thousand, out of an original Arab population of

seventy thousand.May 14, 1948 The Israeli state is established. The 1948 war breaks out on

May 15. More than eight hundred thousand Arab Palestinian inhabitants are uprooted and

dispersed. One hundred fifty thousand Arabs remain in Israel.September 1948 The Lausanne

peace talks fail mainly due to Israel’s refusal to repatriate the Palestinian refugees.December

11, 1948 United Nations General Assembly Resolution 194, Article Eleven, “resolves that the

refugees wishing to return to their homes and live at peace with their neighbors should be

permitted to do so at the earliest practical date, and that compensation should be paid for the

property of those choosing not to return.…”1949 Armistice agreements among Israel and

Lebanon, Jordan, and Syria are signed; Israel holds about 80 percent of the total territories of

Palestine; the eastern mountain area (the “West Bank”) is under Jordanian rule; the “Gaza

Strip” is under Egyptian occupation.1950 The West Bank, including East Jerusalem, is

annexed to the Hashemite kingdom of Jordan under King Abdullah.July 1951 King Abdullah is

assassinated in Jerusalem.May 28, 1964 The Palestine Liberation Organization is established

in Jerusalem.1967 Following Israel’s victory in the June war, the entire territory of the former

Palestine mandate comes under Israeli control, as do the Egyptian Sinai and the Syrian Golan

Heights. East Jerusalem is annexed to Israel; the rest of the occupied territories (West Bank

and Gaza) are put under military administration.November 22, 1967 United Nations Security

Council Resolution 242 calls for the “withdrawal of Israeli armed forces from territories

occupied in the recent conflict … [and the] right [of every state in the area] to live in peace

within secure and recognized boundaries free from threats of acts of force.”September 1968

The Israeli government approves Kiryat Arba, the first Jewish settlement to be established in

the West Bank.January 1973 The Palestine National Congress in Cairo approves the formation

of the Palestine National Front as a PLO-guided framework for resistance to

occupation.November 27, 1973 The Algiers Arab Summit passes a resolution recognizing the

PLO as the sole representative of the Palestinian people.April 13, 1976 a pro-PLO slate wins

municipal elections in the West Bank.August 1977 U.S. Secretary of State Cyrus Vance meets

with West Bank public figures; Israel continues efforts to find suitable West Bank

representatives as “alternative leadership” to bypass the PLO.September 1977 Agriculture

Minister Ariel Sharon unveils the settlement plan “A Vision of Israel at Century’s

End.”September 17, 1978 The Camp David Accords are signed: Israel recognizes the

legitimate rights of the Palestinians and commits to granting them “full autonomy” after a

transitional period of five years. The number of Jewish settlers in the Gaza Strip is five hundred

(0.1 percent of the population), and in the West Bank seventy-eight hundred (1 percent of the

population). Establishment of more settlements is not halted.1979 Law in the Service of Man

(later renamed Al Haq) is established as the first human rights organization in the Palestinian

territories. Other nongovernmental and grassroots organizations dealing with issues of health,

labor, and women are also established during this period.1981 An Israeli civilian administrator

of the West Bank is appointed by the military government after the Civil Administration is



established by Military Order 947 in order to separate the civilian administration of Palestinians

from that of Jewish settlers living in the occupied territories.June 6, 1982 Israel invades

Lebanon. The PLO is forced out of Lebanon.1984 Jewish settlements in the West Bank and

Gaza Strip have increased to about eighty thousand settlers.August 4, 1985 The Israeli cabinet

approves the policies of the “iron fist,” whose architect is Defense Minister Yitzhak Rabin.

Deportation, administrative and preventive detention, and other “administrative” punishments

are imposed on the Palestinian population.December 9, 1987 A general popular uprising, the

Intifada, breaks out. A unified leadership of the revolt is formed inside the territories. Its

directives are ratified by the outside PLO.January 15, 1991 In the wake of Iraqui invasion of

Kuwait, Allied forces led by the United States wage the Gulf War against Iraq. The West Bank

and Gaza Strip are sealed to the outside world, and lengthy curfews are imposed.October 30,

1991 The Middle East Peace Conference is convened in Madrid, cosponsored by the United

States and the Soviet Union.1993 A demographic Jewish majority is declared in Arab East

Jerusalem.September 13, 1993 The Declaration of Principles is signed between Israel and the

PLO.September 28, 1995 The Interim Agreement on the West Bank and the Gaza Strip is

signed between Israel and the PLO, giving limited local autonomy over parts of the West Bank

and Gaza Strip to the Palestinian Authority. Palestinian control excludes areas designated for

Jewish settlement.December 27, 1995 Israeli army re-deploys from Ramallah, handing over

the town to the Palestinian Authority.1996 The Jewish settlement population of the West Bank

and Gaza Strip grows by 49 percent to 150,000, and the population in annexed East

Jerusalem grows by 33 percent to almost 200,000 over the four-year period of the government

of Yitzhak Rabin and Shimon Peres. Closures of the West Bank and Gaza Strip, demolition of

Palestinian homes, and other administrative punishments continue unabated. Palestinian

laborers are restricted from resuming work in Israel following a spate of suicide bombings

inside Israel by Hamas Islamic activists.September 2, 1996 A new road is opened between

Jerusalem and the Etzion Bloc of West Bank settlements to bypass Palestinian towns. The

twelve-kilometer route costs forty-three million U.S. dollars — the most expensive road project

ever built by Israel.1998 The approximate total number of Jewish settlers in the West Bank and

Gaza Strip increases to 169,400.September 2000 A second Palestinian Intifada breaks

out.February 2001 The number of Jewish settlements in the West Bank and Gaza reaches

205,000 and in East Jerusalem 180,000 living in two hundred settlements.CHAPTER ONETHE

HOUSE WHERE my family lived, and in which I was born, was the summerhouse of my

grandmother. Its proximity to the deep-set Ramallah hills could have made for a pleasant life

except for the nagging feeling of being in the wrong place. I was always reminded that we were

made for a better life — and that this better life had been left behind in Jaffa. Jaffa, I was told,

was the bride of the sea, and Ramallah did not even have a sea. Jaffa was a pearl, a diamond-

studded lantern rising from the water, and Ramallah was a drab, cold, backward village where

nothing ever happened. Jaffa was affluence: a house with original oil paintings, and my

grandfather’s fully equipped Continental Hotel, which my grandmother always boasted had a

restaurant with enough china and silver cutlery for two hundred guests. Jaffa was where my

father had developed a comprehensive law library in his office in Nuzha Street; where there

were courts, a busy nightlife, Dora, the excellent Jewish seamstress from Tel Aviv who made

my mother’s clothes, tasty pastries from Kapulski’s, and orange groves. And above all these,

Jaffa was the sea with the Abdo falafel stand right by the water, where my parents ordered

sandwiches and strolled in the silver twilight on the golden sand in warm winter evenings with

the waves of the sea gently rippling against the shore.How I yearned throughout my childhood

for these imagined pleasures! How I thought life would have been more resplendent and



exciting had we still been there, across the horizon, in the beautiful city that I only heard about

and yearned to see.This version of Jaffa that I grew up coveting was mainly my grandmother’s.

It was she who, after living for more than thirty years in Ramallah, remained gareebeh, a

stranger. She was still the aristocrat from Jaffa, the daughter of the owner of the Nassar Hotel

in the Street of the Kings in Haifa and the wife of Justice Saleem Shehadeh of Jaffa. Ramallah

was but a village where she could never again have the kind of life to which she had been

accustomed. Her eyes were always on the horizon, and through following her gaze I too

learned to avoid seeing what was here and to fix my sight on the distant horizon. I saw

Ramallah and its hills not for what they were but as the observation point from which to view

what lay beyond, at the Jaffa I had never known. We would be walking home in the evening

and she would stop me on the top of the hill before going down the street leading to our house:

“Look,” she would say. “Look at the lights on the horizon.” And she would stand in reverent

silence. I stood next to her, holding her soft warm hand, and held my breath as I tried to

concentrate all my attention on the lit horizon, imagining what sort of place these lights

illuminated. For a long time I was hostage to the memories, perceptions, and attitudes of others

that I could not abandon. My sense of place was not mine. But I never thought I had the right to

claim it. My elders knew better. I felt it was natural to defer to them on such matters.In

Ramallah we lived far away from the sea, but not so far as not to see it on clear days. Fold after

fold of the cup-shaped hills rolled on to the sea. They were called partridge, duck, and swan, a

whole herd of tumbling birds with their backs turned to us.From our house I could follow the

valley that meandered between the interlocking hills on both sides, making the land seem like a

turbulent wavy sea that slowly dropped from where I stood all the way down to the horizon,

folding and unfolding in a continuous stretch as far as the eye could see. Our house was the

perfect observation point from which to watch the land to the west that I grew up hearing so

much about.The hills on both sides of the wadi were varied in texture. Some were rockier than

others. Some were planted with olive and vine. This made them assume different hues at

different times of the day. In the morning they had frank strong colors, white and brown and

green. Midday the slowly moving clouds cast their shadows, creating different shades as they

slid across the sky. Toward sunset the hills became rosy and luminous as the rays of the

setting sun streaked the limestone boulders and rocks. But when the humidity from the sea

wafted along from the west they became downy and covered with a velvet mysterious blue that

blurred the vision. And when in autumn the weather became very humid we would wake up to

find that the fog had filled up the spaces between the hills like a sea of white thick snow.Unlike

my grandmother, my father rarely spoke of Jaffa, at least not to us, his children. How did he feel

when he stood angry and despondent among these same hills? Was he disdainful of the smell

of the dung as he listened to the mooing of the hungry cows and the chatter of the refugees

from Lifta, who came from their village in West Jerusalem and squatted in the large empty

house across the street? He was handling an eviction case against them. His eyes invariably

took a cursory scornful view of these Ramallah hills and would then focus on the distant

horizon, the bluish line of the sea in the day and the glittering array of lights at night. Night after

night he stood motionless, hardly breathing, seemingly captured by this grand vista and trying

to imagine what went on over there, in the luminous world of Jaffa he had abandoned. Here

was only brown thistle and stone, an arid land without hope or future. One part of him lived in

the distance, in the lit horizon; the other lived in the cold, unwelcoming summerhouse of my

grandmother across the street from the offensive smell of the cows of the Lifta refugees.There

was always a breeze coming from the hills. They were like a funnel through which the wind

always blew. I would look at the hills next to our house for relief from the narrow confines of our



close living quarters. To me they were the untamed wild, so close and yet so distant, a space of

promise and mystery someday to be explored — yet for now but a funnel for the humid wind

from my father’s mythic Jaffa.The house I lived in as a child had two bedrooms for our family of

six. Wind whistled through the pine trees in the garden. A constant gentle breeze in summer; in

winter a strong humid wind that swept the needles off the majestic trees and added drama to

the cold interior of our poorly insulated house. The incessant angry roar caused me to feel

great insecurity and fear and increased my yearning with every ferocious wave for the mild and

windless winters of the Jaffa of my parents.Many of my parents’ friends were leaving the city as

early as December 1947. They were rich and either had houses elsewhere or were going to

stay with relatives. They planned to stay away until the fighting stopped. My mother recalls

walking up the streets and counting the number of empty houses that belonged to friends she

used to visit. The population of the town was shrinking. Could we have made the wrong

decision by staying? my father wondered.They had a two-year-old daughter and my mother

was pregnant with her second child. The questions they continued to ask themselves were

whether they would be left without food for the children and whether they would be safe.Then a

truck carrying a load of oranges managed to elude the checkpoints and make its way into the

center of the town. It was driven by members of the Stern Gang, the extremist Jewish group,

who left the booby-trapped truck to explode, causing indiscriminate damage and scores of

casualties.This incident caused a new wave of departures from the city, but my parents were

determined to stay. On April 22, 1948, the port city of Haifa fell to the Jewish forces, and many

of my mother’s relatives were forced to leave for Lebanon. It was becoming clear that Jaffa

would be next. On April 26 the Irgun mortars began shelling Jaffa to cut the Manshieh quarter,

not far from where my parents lived, from the main city. With daily shelling of the city, life

became unbearable. The Arab forces were disorganized and ineffective, and the British

seemed to step aside and allow the Jewish forces a free hand. My parents felt unprotected.My

parents are first cousins. Both their fathers had left Ramallah as young men and never

returned. My paternal grandfather owned a weekly newspaper and a printing press in

Jerusalem, where my father was raised. My maternal grandfather was a district court judge in

Jaffa, where my mother was born. My father opened a law office in Jaffa in 1936, married my

mother in 1945, and settled there. My maternal grandfather built a summerhouse in Ramallah,

where he brought his family to escape the hot and humid summers of Jaffa. He deposited them

there and went on his annual vacation to Austria. A question that will never be answered is

whether my parents would have left Jaffa had my maternal grandfather not owned this house in

Ramallah. Its presence at such close proximity to Jaffa provided them with a tempting

alternative. Moving to it in April would save them from the hardship and danger of the

skirmishes that were disrupting life in Jaffa. Once the situation became calmer they would

move back. They thought they were leaving for two weeks. For a long time I wondered why they

had fixed on a two-week absence until I realized that in my father’s calculations the worst that

could happen was the implementation of the UN plan for the partition of Palestine into a Jewish

and an Arab state; if this happened, Jaffa was slated to be on the Arab side. The British were

due to leave in mid-May. He left at the end of April, two weeks before what he thought was to

be the decisive date. But the Palestinian population had rejected the UN plan and the Jewish

one had its eye on a larger territory — which they were able to secure through the war that

ensued. The two weeks stretched into forever.On May 14, three weeks after my parents left

Jaffa, the establishment of the Israeli state was declared over an area of land that was larger

than what the UN had reserved for the Jews. Jaffa was included. My father could not return. But

if my father blamed himself for having left, these feelings receded with the events of the



evening of July 17.“It was a windless, warm evening,” I later heard my father relate to friends.

“We were able to sit out on the porch late into the night. It was already eleven when we finally

turned in. Two hours later, I was awakened by knocking on the door. When I opened the door I

found my close friend Dr. Bishara standing there, looking very haggard and exhausted. He had

refused to leave Jaffa with us and instead had moved to Lydda to continue serving patients. I

was shocked to see him standing there so late at night. I will never forget how he looked. He

was so changed that he was like a stranger to me. His face seemed longer than usual, with two

lines down the middle of each cheek. He was pale and withdrawn. His lips were black and thin

and his mouth was parched. But what stood out most of all was the look in his brown eyes. The

dark circles around them were common enough after several sleepless nights, but Dr. Bishara’s

pupils had an inward gaze. His eyes were not wilting from lack of sleep. Opaque, they held a

deeply pained, bewildered expression of dread and emptiness, a vulnerable emptiness. Usually

filled with warmth and humanity, they had a look of revulsion. He was unable to communicate

the horror he had witnessed.“Much as I wanted to know what had happened, I asked no

questions. I gently helped the doctor to the living room couch. The yet-untold horrors he had

experienced perturbed me. When we got up the next morning we found that thousands of

refugees who had walked all the way from Lydda and Ramle were pouring into Ramallah, each

with a story of the misery and hardship they encountered in the course of their forced march

from the coastal cities to the hill town of Ramallah.”That first winter brought one of the worst

snowstorms Ramallah had ever had. My father said that the snow seemed to bring the hills

across the valley closer to our house. The hills wore single lumps of snow over their large

humped backs and looked like huge igloos. Down toward the west the snow was punctuated by

swerving dark brown lines along the terraces, dotted all the way with green olive trees. Farther

on along the horizon the hills remained uncovered, shimmering with their usual range of blue

colors: a symphony in blue.Thirty thousand refugees had poured into Ramallah, and most of

them had to take shelter in tents that were provided by relief organizations. Comparatively

speaking, my father’s circumstances were less desperate. At least he had a roof over his head,

although it belonged to his mother-in-law. But what began as a temporary stay in Ramallah

became a permanent one. Three years later I was born in that same summerhouse across the

hills from Jaffa.CHAPTER TWOIT NEVER SEEMED possible to heat the summerhouse, not

even during winters milder than that first one in exile. The cold and clammy wind seemed to

find its way to my bed and dampen it, chilling me to the bone. Every night my mother wrapped

me in thick blankets and put me down like a mummy under more heavy quilts warmed by a hot-

water bottle. But still I was cold. The only warm place in the house was around the woodstove

where in the evening the whole family gathered, toasting ourselves and placing the peels of

Jericho oranges to burn and sweeten the air with an audible fizz and a sharp citrus smell. Even

my grandmother admitted that these Jericho oranges tasted more tart than those from

Jaffa.But I did not like oranges. I did not like food altogether. Throughout my childhood I

persistently tried to starve myself.“Eat,” my mother would plead, holding a spoon close to my

face. She would be so close I could see the sweat in the pores of her skin. Kind but perplexed

brown eyes beneath a wide brow looked into mine, asking: “Why? Why don’t you want to eat?”

I don’t know. I want to make my mother happy, but I can’t eat. I scrutinize her face, her high

cheekbones, her thin nose, and her full lips. “But you must eat.” I look at her fingers holding the

spoon to my mouth and wonder how her thumbnail became slit in the middle. “For my sake,

just this spoon.” But I clench my teeth and refuse to allow food to pass through my lips.My

mother, Wedad, used all kinds of tactics to distract me. The most successful was to tell me

dramatic stories, which would enchant me to such a point that I would relax my jaws. As the



tears welled in my eyes, my mother would slip the spoon between my teeth and sigh with relief

at her temporary victory.Sometimes she pretended that the spoon was a ship traveling through

the sea of porridge she was trying to feed me. “Let’s follow the ship sailing in the sea,” she

would say. She would pass the spoon around, causing a spiral of thick waves in the porridge. I

thought of the hills outside, which I could see from the window across from where we sat on

our small chairs. The hills were also like waves, folding and unfolding, and their color in winter

was like the color of the porridge. The olive trees were like the granules in the porridge, thick

and coarse. The ship completed its course at the center of the plate. Then it flew up. My mother

rounded her lips and blew at the hot porridge to cool it. My mouth was the harbor where the

ship had to dock. Thus I swallowed one shipload after another after they had completed their

voyage through our hills and into my mouth.I grew up weak and vulnerable and had to be

confined to the house. My mother was overprotective. As for my father, he was critical of the

excessive pampering I received. He refused or was unable to accept that a simpler way of

dealing with my stubborn determination to starve myself could not be found. He tried gentle

persuasion and then severe physical punishment. He even tried withholding food so that I

would come asking for it. When none of these tactics proved effective, my father dragged me to

the doctor and insisted that there must be a pharmaceutical cure for my condition. But my

stubbornness knew no bounds. The only thing that seemed to work was storytelling. It was

fortunate that my mother had a rich imagination.I have often wondered if my eating disorder

was related to my excessive need for attention. Perhaps it was my body’s reaction to the pain

and deprivation my family felt during those early years after 1948. What I am sure of is that my

life then was shaped by the contrast between the meagerness of life in Ramallah and the

opulence of life in the city across the hills. There were daily reminders of that cataclysmic fall

from grace, and I could count on my grandmother always to point them out. One was the son of

Issa passing by our house pushing a cart with a few objects for sale: an old bottle, a tin can, a

few articles of clothing, and an old kerosene stove called a Primus.“Look at him,” my

grandmother would say. “He was the son of a rich landowner and now he has nothing except

this Primus. The poor man.”And later in the day the Salman brothers would pass by, peddling

buttons, thread, and needles. They had been the proud owners of a prosperous women’s

clothing store in one of the most prestigious streets of Jaffa.All these people, according to my

grandmother, had been neighbors. The Toubasis had lived right next to us, the Issas were only

one house away, and Salman — why, he lived as close to our house as that tree over there.

She would make these declarations from her stately green wicker chair on the open veranda

where the wind blew. “Ah,” she would gasp, “the refreshing wind from Jaffa.”Much as I tried to

imagine what Jaffa must have looked like, my imagination failed me. I wondered how so many

people could live in such close proximity. I pictured my grandmother’s house at the center of a

strategic whirl of houses, with Grandma imperiously presiding over circles of the smaller

homes of the families who now were scattered throughout Ramallah. In Jaffa she had only to

open one of the many windows of her mansion to call these neighbors. They quickly responded

and came over to have morning coffee with her.Now my grandmother was no longer

strategically situated. The only neighbor she could call from her window was her adversary in a

dispute over the border between her garden and that of my aunt. In the disputed area my aunt

had planted a passionflower climber, which then spread its leaves over the wire fence between

the two plots. My grandmother insisted that my aunt had had no right to plant this climber, and I

grew up thinking the worst of passionflowers. I modified my views only when I learned much

later of the outstanding medicinal value of these flowers: They are known to relieve tension and

lower blood pressure. How much in need they were then! But the two protagonists were not



searching for a pacifier. Their disputes over the two-meter area of land mirrored the other, real

war with the Israelis. Through it the two women expressed the depth of emotions that could not

be vented on their common enemy.For years the two families fought a border war. The two

generals were of course my grandmother and aunt, shouting their battle cries from the

windows of their adjoining houses. Naturally I sided with Grandma, whose case I thought was

just, but my aunt too had her strong points. She was very fond of me. I would be lifted over the

temporary wire fence and handed over to her. “Come to me. Come to your aunt,” she would say

as she welcomed me into her big arms and soft large bosom. She dipped a biscuit in her

coffee cup and put it in my mouth. When she was not angry, my aunt was a loving woman. It

was my grandmother who seemed to bring out the worst in her.But it was not only with my aunt

that my grandmother fought. She also did not get along with my father. Whereas she was

perfectly content to sit in her green wicker chair, smiling her winner’s smile, happy to be herself,

my father lived always for the next big event. He could not relax, was always propelled by a

seemingly inexhaustible measure of nervous energy. He sought refuge from his dreary

surroundings in work. There could not have been two more different temperaments. The

biggest tragedy was that fate had brought them to live under the same roof.How they fought!

Their shouting matches always seemed to end on the same note: Grandma admonishing

Father for his failure to bring back her furniture from Jaffa when she had given him her car and

sent him back for this very purpose.“You wasted a great opportunity,” she would declare. “You

could have brought back all my furniture. Instead you returned carrying the porcelain

Buddha.”My father would not defend himself. He was too good a lawyer to do this. Instead he

would go on the offensive: “It was your fault that you lost everything. You missed the best

opportunity. You had an offer on the hotel before it all started and you refused it. ‘Over my dead

body,’ you said. Didn’t you? You have only yourself to blame.”I grew up hearing the description

of my father’s last visit to Jaffa, and it has left an indelible impression on me. My father’s entire

holdings were in and around Jaffa, the products of his own hard work. His father had left him

nothing. How difficult it must have been to bid all this farewell. The image of my father, his every

step echoing in the empty streets of the deserted city, still haunts me.He had gone back, as

Grandma never ceased to remind him, in her car. He was to rent a truck and fill it with their

furniture. My father himself never described this last trip in full — I heard bits and pieces from

him and from my mother and grandmother.My father found the city more deserted than he had

expected. He told us how he had lingered at the locked gate of the sumptuous house of the

Dajanis, which he had always admired. He gripped the pickets and peered for a long time at

the garden inside. He had always aspired to own such a garden and was saddened by the

sweet peas, full of pods and beginning to droop. The proud garden was trying its best to hold

its own, to cover up for the neglect of its owners, who were not there to water or prune or weed.

It occurred to him how welcoming a garden can be, as if it were saying: I care, I have made all

this appealing for you. I offer you this mix of colors — the flat red of the zinnias, the velvet

purple of the snapdragons, and the bright yellow of the alyssum — just for your pleasure. But

when it is abandoned and is seen from behind a closed grille, a garden appears stranded: an

oddity in midlife prepared with the expectation of continuity and leisure, not flight and

abandonment. Why did the Dajanis plant the garden if they were leaving? How could they

stand to be away and leave behind such glory?He moved on to the marketplace, empty except

for a few shops that had somehow remained open. He walked passed Hinn’s, his barbershop,

and found it closed. The courthouse was closed, as were the clinics, the nurseries, the cafés,

the cinema. The place was deserted, prepared to be captured. What have we done, he

wondered. How could we have all left?He climbed the steps to his own house and opened the



door. It was dark and stuffy inside. His wife had closed all the windows and shutters and

draped the new furniture with white sheets. It was strange to be alone in this empty house,

moving from room to room without the usual sounds of his family. He could not stop thinking

about what this house meant to him. It represented years of very hard work. It was the first

house he had established. Until he had married he had lived at the Continental Hotel, which

was owned by his uncle, my mother’s father. But after twelve years as a successful lawyer in

Jaffa he had been able to establish himself, marry, and furnish this attractive home, where he

would finally live a happy settled life with his young wife and two-year-old daughter. Images

came to him of his wife in her pink satin dressing gown, moving elegantly from room to room,

peering at him with her Greta Garbo look. Had he come to bid all this farewell?What should I

take back with me? he asked himself. Nothing. Nothing at all. He was resolute: I want it to stay

as is, covered and preserved during our short absence so that when we return we will undrape

the furniture, air the place, and resume our happy life. At this point his eye rested on the

porcelain statute of Buddha. It was the only object that had been left uncovered. It stood on a

wooden ledge in one corner, presiding benevolently over the scene below. He came close and

saw the calm squinting eyes, the mocking smile, the fat round belly with the aquamarine belly

button. It comforted him to look at it. Perhaps this would be the best thing to take, he thought.

He placed it under his arm and walked out.This porcelain statute of Buddha has remained in

my family’s house ever since. We have taken it to every house we have moved to and kept it

prominently displayed. And it has remained on its wooden base exuding a calm presence in the

midst of the many disorders and tragedies that have befallen us. How furious my grandmother

was when she saw that he had returned without a truck full of her expensive furniture.“I lend

you my car and this is all you bring? I told you I wanted my china tea set back. Did you forget?

And my silver cutlery, you forgot this too?”“What did you bring with you?” my father said in his

defense. “Only a sack of lemons from your tree in the backyard.” He could not count on her

sympathy.The only person who bid Jaffa a proper farewell was my grandfather, Saleem. How

often I heard the description of the way he lingered by the gate of their house as they were

leaving, seemingly lost in reflection.“What are you doing?” my mother asked him.“Bidding this

house farewell,” he answered.“But why?”“Because we shall never return,” he said with a finality

that left no room for doubt.“How wise he was, how perceptive,” my mother would say. I always

wondered what he knew that the others did not, why he left his family and went to settle alone

in Beirut. Perhaps that silent moment when he stood by the gate taking a last look at his house

was the only moment of closure. Everyone was rushing about, thinking of trivial matters, and

there was my grandfather with his self-absorbed, distinguished look, his thick round spectacles

and pipe, taking the time to bid farewell to his house in Jaffa and to the life he had enjoyed in it.

He alone seemed to have had the resilience to refuse to be led by the voices around him

calling this a two-week departure. In his quiet, self-assured, almost mystical silence, he

seemed able to experience the final flight from the city, which he insisted they were seeing for

the last time.But it was more than Jaffa that he was seeing for the last time. He spent two years

away from his wife, in fulfillment of one of his lifelong wishes to spend time away from her. One

day as he sat to have his lunch in a street café in Beirut he collapsed. His head fell on the table

and when the waiter turned to find out where the sudden thump had come from, he found my

grandfather already dead.CHAPTER THREETHE DEATH OF my grandfather meant that my

grandmother, Julia, became part of my father’s household. He called her mart ammi, wife of my

uncle. Although their enforced cohabitation ended in 1953 when my parents were able to move

to the downstairs apartment, Grandma always lived in close proximity and spent most of her

time at our house. Despite her difficult circumstances she managed until the end to live on her



own terms, always looking down on those around her. Was she not a Jaffa woman and the

daughter of the owner of the prominent Nassar Hotel? Whatever my father did he remained in

her eyes a Ramallah boy, even though the time he spent in Ramallah was not a day more than

her time in the village.The only picture of my grandmother’s family that survived the Nakbeh —

the term used by Palestinians to describe the events of 1948; literally, the catastrophe —

shows my great-grandfather looking stern and stolid. His wife, Katbeh, sits on the other side,

flanked by their four children: two daughters and two sons. The daughters wear dresses with

low waists, which must have been fashionable at the time. They seem slim, sensuous,

beautiful. This picture stood on the table in the front hallway of my grandmother’s house. The

table always had a clean, well-pressed cloth placed diagonally, with a long, dark red glass vase

full of flowers, mainly roses picked from the garden downstairs. Behind this table was a wicker

couch covered with a brown, furry woolen cloth imprinted with the picture of a large tiger. It had

the same comforting smell as the rest of my grandmother’s house, which was full of precious

little corners. In one there was a shelf with ivory statuettes brought by her uncle, a colonel in

the British army in Sudan in World War I; in another a stool with covers that she had

embroidered. She loved bright colors: red, green, yellow. And she served the best tea.I often

gazed at the picture, trying to make out what sort of a man my great-grandfather had been. He

must have been sure of his ways, but he did not seem to be the source of my grandmother’s

flair. Nor, perhaps, her bravery. It is no wonder, then, that it was she who saved their hotel from

being expropriated by the British when they first came to Palestine. The story goes that it was

Julia who confronted the British officer who came in and wanted to requisition their place.

When everyone else seemed to cower with fright, Julia addressed him in perfect English: “Sir,

you cannot take this hotel. It is where we live.” In telling the story my grandmother always said

that she came down the stairs and confronted him in the lobby. I imagined wide, slightly curved

stairs, Julia standing tall in her elegant dress with the low waist, and the officer being taken by

her charm and self-confidence and strong resonant voice. But I never knew whether the

Nassar Hotel actually had a staircase. By the time we could visit Haifa, the place had been

demolished. All we could see was the rubble.With the little that she was left with in Ramallah,

my grandmother had a talent for creating atmosphere, and she had an eye for beauty. She was

a good cook and knew how to present food. And she was impatient with sloppiness in matters

that she cared about. She had her way of doing things, and those who didn’t know better were

looked down upon.
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R. M. Peterson, “A valuable perspective on the Palestinian/Israeli quandary. Raja Shehadeh is

from a once-affluent Palestinian family that in 1948 fled from its principal house in Jaffa to its

summer home in Ramallah in the West Bank. They thought the move would be temporary, but

with the collapse of Palestinian and Arab military forces, it became permanent. Raja was born

in Ramallah, and, with the exception of schooling abroad, has lived his life as a stateless

Palestinian, since 1967 in the occupied West Bank.Raja's father Aziz was a distinguished

Palestinian lawyer, who early on advocated a political resolution of the Palestinian-Israeli

schism, specifically a division into two states. He was scorned by both Arabs and Israelis.

Raja eventually became a lawyer also. He was one of the founders of Al Haq, which was

associated with the International Commission of Jurists, and documented and publicized

human rights violations and attempted to establish the rule of law in the occupied West

Bank.STRANGERS IN THE HOUSE consists of three interrelated stories. First, there is the

plight of the Palestinians: the "Nakbeh" ("the catastrophe" or the events of 1948), the stateless

life in the West Bank, followed by occupation by the Israelis after 1967, followed by the

continuing encroachment of Israeli settlements and alteration of millennia-old terrain. Second

is Raja's story of the friction, even hostility, between him and his father, which is curious given

Raja's relative success and his choice of his father's career. The two never reconciled before

Aziz was murdered, most probably on the behest of the party on the opposite side of a legal

case he was handling. (The book strongly implies that the Israelis never brought the murderer

to justice because, on other matters, he had acted as a secret agent for the Israelis.) The third

and least interesting aspect of the book is a sort of personal memoir of Raja, extending beyond

the events of occupied Palestine and his relationship with his father -- including, for example,

his relationship with an American girl and his years as a student in London.The book jumps

around quite a bit; it is a little scattershot in nature. The writing at times is formulaic; at other

times, it is overly emotional. I sense that Raja Shehadeh is not sufficiently disciplined

intellectually. Upon embarking on his legal career, he vowed to practice law during the day and

spend evenings on his written work. My guess is that he was not as polished in either endeavor

as he could (and probably would) have been had he devoted his attention to just one of those

careers.STRANGERS IN THE HOUSE is not a political screed, and I believe it is relatively

objective (allowing for the fact that Shehadeh was a Palestinian living through and coping with

the Occupation). It is not shrilly condemnatory in nature, and fault for the eventual muddle is

ascribed to Palestinian/Arab leaders as well as to the Israeli government. Still, I have nagging

reservations concerning Shehadeh's political analysis because I fear he is not sufficiently hard-

headed, that he is too emotional. (That said, I recognize that few, in the same circumstances,

could be expected to conduct themselves more nobly than he has.) STRANGERS IN THE

HOUSE is one of many books well worth reading on the Israeli/Palestinian dilemma, but

standing alone it is neither definitive nor great.One nice passage, about the day-to-day stolid

determination and endurance of Palestinians in the occupied West Bank, something which

Shehadeh finds difficult to communicate to Palestinians or Arabs living abroad and who are

fired with romantic notions of violent resistance:"How could I tell them that we were heroic not

because of the great risks that we were taking but because of our perserverance in the face of

small, daily, persistent harassments and obstructions to our life, none of which on their own

amounted to much? Just bureaucratic hassles that everyone, even in the best of democracies,

encounters sometimes. But in our case they were not random, occasional, or intermittent.

They were persistent and constant, part of a policy to make the life of Palestinians so difficult

that it would seem better to leave than to stay and suffer. In out determination to stay put lay

our heroism, not in our acts of daring or even in military operations taken in resistance to the



occupation. These were carried out by the smallest minority. The majority was resisting

through staying put." (Surely this is a brand of heroism and resistance that many Jews should

be able to identify with.)”

Lens, “Beautiful story. Beautiful and moving story”

Bill ISTT, “A civilian's perspective. The author effectively tells the Palestinian-Israeli story from a

civilian's perspective. Too often in war we forget about the innocent bystanders in a conflict.

Most of the time the vast majority of people living in an area, caught up in a war, are just trying

to live and raise a family. Shehadeh helps us understand that the vast majority of Palestinians

are trying to do just that, but they can't since they have been displaced.  Heart-wrenching.”

Nancy Almendras, “Brilliant Voice for Palestine. An exceptional narrative. Raja Shehadeh is

one of my favorite authors for his honesty and for the lyrical quality of his prose. It was so

painful to read about his father's tragic death and then the subsequent futility in regard to

bringing justice to the killers. Shehadeh manages to convey the occupation in all its depravity

and still maintain his humanity. One of the most poignant and powerful Palestinian voices

today.”

Nellie Voratnatz, “Five Stars. The best book I know about Israel's occupation of Palestine.”

Michael T. Rabb, “Palestine story father and son. Wonderful perspective -- growing for justice in

Palestine. Shehadeh expresses the fear and hopes of the people of Palestine in his dramatic

relationship with his father.”

Peggy J. Mahan, “Five Stars. fascinating story”

Patricia A. Rantisi, “The interesting life of a Palestinian writer.. An absorbing read about a

Christian Palestinian writer,(who I happened to know well). How the Israeli occupation has

affected the lives of all Palestinians but showing that family life is the same worldwide.”

M. France Betbeder, “Etre Palesinien. l'auteur, Raja Shehadeh rend hommage à son père,

disparu dans de tragiques circonstances, tout cela avec la verve de Raja qui déjà nous a

entrainé dans ses 'Promenades Palestiniennes' avec le plus grand plaisir.”

joan O'Connell, “Enlightening. I have bought most of Raja Shehadeh's books and this is one of

the best. History lovers would love it. I give them as presents to my friends and family as i think

it is very important that they hear the Palestinains point of view which is seldom heard. Please

buy and pass on to all your friends.So thay will understand the situation there better. There are

facts in the book you never hear on the news are read in the newspapers.”

Miriam, “excellent book, a must read!. I had the pleasure to buy the book for my book club. it is

one of the best book I read this year. I did not find the book political or boring at all. for me his

way of telling the story of the occupation was very human, peaceful and touching. he is a

wonderful writer and story teller. I did recommend this book to my friends and I will definitely

recommend it to anyone who whish to know more about the Palestinian conflict.”

The book by Raja Shehadeh has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 28 people have provided feedback.
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